


Being situated at the heart of the weavers’ community and with a work relation of up to 30+ years
with 300+ weavers in rural Bengal, Anuprerna has been producing ethical, sustainable and beautiful
handwoven textiles using indigenous weaves and techniques of Bengal. Out of these crafts and 
techniques, Jamdani is one of the most unique craft that Anuprerna is working along with around 
100+ Jamdani weavers scattered across four villages in Bengal region.



The name, Jamdani is suggestive of the beautiful floral motifs, combination of “Jam” (flower) and “Dani”
(Vase”). The motifs are woven in loom using discontinuous supplementary weft technique along with
The standard weft technique. The standard weft is usually consisting of the base sheer material, on
which thicker threads are used to create designs. Each of the supplementary weft motif is then
added manually by interlacing the weft threads with fine bamboo sticks using individual spools.
This process results in the vibrant patterns that appear to float on a shimmering surface, which is a
feature unique to this craft.

THE PROCESS : A SINGLE UNIT OF YARDAGE TAKES UPTO 1 WEEK







Jamdani patterns are mostly of geometric, plant, and floral designs. The Jamdani textiles combine 
intricacy of design with muted or vibrant colors. 

MOTIFS THAT HAVE EVOLVED THROUGH TIME





The art form had been traditionally done using fine cotton thread (40-120 counts) to weave
beautiful Sarees. Today weavers have become expert in weaving fabrics and different accessories
like scarves, handkerchiefs, table covers, curtains etc. using multiple counts and hues of cotton,
Khadi, silk and even cotton and silk blends. Depending on the design and intricacy of the motifs, a
weaver takes from 1 day to 10 days to weave 1 meter of fabrics. For quicker results, sometime two
weavers work together based on the end designs they are trying to materialize into beautiful
textiles. 

THE MASTER CRAFTSMEN : 100+ Artisans Catered Across Multiple Clusters



Usually the skills of this craft are passed on from generations. The basics of the crafts is easy but to
master for creation of intricate designs and patterns needs experience, patience and skills. Usually
it’s a homeworker economy where primarily the men are responsible for weaving and the women
usually involve in pre-weaving activity. There are few expert women weavers too, skilled in this
technique. As a community, they are happy inhabitants living in complete harmony.

Jamdani weaving is one of the best sustainable applications of textile, which uses environmentally
friendly surface design technology in contrast to chemically driven surface finishes. Due to the very
nature of the craft, it causes minimal pollution and uses natural, low impact dyes as well as
minimum wastage as it is spun by hand and foot tools.

THE QUOTIENT OF SUSTAINABILITY IN THE CRAFT








